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April 12 meeting — hardware and maintenance
We will go more deeply into issues raised at the March meeting. As we 
will be in groups, this will be a great opportunity to share tips and 
problems, so come along prepared to participate.
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March 8 meeting —hardware and 
maintenance.
Ben Russell from ispeakIT , a new Apple shop at Waurn Ponds, our 
guest speaker for this topic, gave an extensive overview of the field. 
Hopefully everyone carried away a deeper understanding of this 
important subject. 
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Friendly reminder
Have you not paid your membership fees for this year?.
     
Your last chance to renew in person will be at the April meeting.  Do 
come prepared with cash or a cheque. Credit card payment is via PayPal 
on the BMUG web site. The consequence of your of not paying will be 
no more BMUG newsletters, no library to use, and no access to various 
Help options. And we will be sorry to see you go. Your details will be 
removed from our records.

Peter Oakley,  membership secretary
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Email Steve...

Bridal Falls in Milford Sound
one of many falls in the Fiordland area of NZ

Ian Little

Aunty Mac hopes YOU always do the right 
thing by your precious data...

mailto:stevecraddock@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:stevecraddock@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
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July:
Presentation on various forms of communication — Skype, VOIP, iChat, 
Email

August:
Group work following July presentation.

September:
Annual General Meeting followed by a Q & A session

October:
Brief presentation on Apps
Groups will then discuss useful / favourite Applications & Apps

November: 
Groups will discuss Travelling with your devices - Macbook, iPhone, 
iPod, iPad

December:
Show & tell followed by our Breakup Celebration.
If you have something you have produced on your Mac, this is the 
opportunity to show your achievements.

Margaret Evans

Program for 2011
The Planning Group met at the end of March. Following is the program for the 
rest of this year. Where group sessions are listed you will work within the four 
levels established. We hope you enjoy the variety of activities and topics listed.

April: 
Groups to follow Maintenance and Backup presentation held in March
! Basics — June Brown
! Intermediate1 — Dick Brown
! Intermediate 2 — Margaret Evans
! Advanced — Don Patrick

May:
Guest speaker from AUSOM — Ron Webster. The topic will be “First 
Class” which is a forum for people to discuss problems and ideas.

June:
Interest tables
 Four stations will be set up for members to choose from. There will be 
opportunity to participate in two of these.
! 1  Genealogy with Peter Oakley
! 2  EyeTV with Dick Brown
! 3  Mapping within iPhoto and iMovie with Peter Baldwin
! 4  Delicious Library [cataloguing program] with Margaret 
! Evans
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YouTube
Once we carried around faded memories of scenes from movies, events 
glimpsed on TV, favourite old commercials. Today, no event is so 
ephemeral, no interest so boring, that we can’t find movie clips about it. 
On the subject of this movie, for example, we can have the fun of 
comparing the performance of the main actor, Jesse Eisenberg, with the 
style and appearance of the young computer whiz he is playing, Mark 
Zuckerberg. You’ll find it quite interesting:

Wikipedia
What on earth did we do before Wikipedia? Recently, I took my 1950’s 
set of Encyclopaedia Britannica, a gift from my doting parents, to the Op 
Shop.Today, research has shown that although anyone can contribute to 
Wikipedia’s massive database, the general quality of entries is 
extraordinarily high. And unlike my old reference books, of course, it’s 
constantly being updated to reflect new knowledge and new events. 

Living in the age of the instant expert — 
a case study

I wonder how many BMUG members have seen the movie, The 
Social Network, and for that matter, how many have personal 
Facebook pages or visit pages belonging to family members or 
friends? Call me old-fashioned, but the subject of social 
networking is not something I’ve found remotely interesting, so I 
went to see the film with reservations. Nevertheless, I had high 
expectations, given that the screenplay was written by a fine 
writer, Aaron Sorkin, and I wasn’t disappointed.

For what it’s worth, my wife and I found the film very 
entertaining and totally absorbing, and we were not at all 
surprised when it won many, many critics’ awards. 

But hold on, I’m not here to write about the film itself, but about 
the extraordinary range of information available on that topic — 
indeed on virtually any topic, information of variable, but 
generally high quality, that enables all of us to use our Macs as a 
giant multimedia library. I want to ask the question 

“Do we take the Internet for granted?”

Let’s explore just a few of the strands of information available online...

The official website
What doesn’t have a website these days? Government bodies, 
movies, books, individuals, clubs, you name it. Obviously this 
movie has a very comprehensive one, mainly directed at selling 
the movie, rather than informing readers about it, but I was 
staggered to find it had a button I’d never seen before: ‘Download 
the screenplay’! How useful would that be for students...
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As you know, the Wikipedia entry turns up near the top of any search on 
Google, and if you want to go further, there will always be links to 
follow up. 

Wikipedia must be one of the major tools making information instantly 
available worldwide today. I habitually add the word ‘wiki” to the 
search terms to shortcut the process.

Magazines and newspaper archives
Some of us are old enough to have spent hours researching in ‘real’ 
reference libraries. Something that was always fun was requesting dusty 
back copies of newspapers from the stacks. Today, of course all that stuff 
is online, and the vast archives of newspapers and magazines are 
bulging with information. It only took me a second, for example, to find 
out what the Scots thought about the movie: 
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And finally, IMDb
Recently, I’ve been asking 
friends if they ever consult the 
extraordinary Internet Movie 
Database..

Some, like me, use it almost daily, others have never heard of it. So if 
you are even slightly interested in movies and TV, and if you have never 
visited, you are in for a treat! This resource contains endless detail about 
virtually every TV program and movie ever made. At right you can see 
the Social Network entry to give you an idea...

There are many, many pages making up each entry, 
pages about the technical crew, the cast, other films by 
the same writer, and on and on. There is no ‘B’ movie 
bit-part-player too obscure to be left out. IMDb has 
settled many a movie trivia argument in our 
household!

So how did this gigantic enterprise come about?

In 1989, before the Internet as we know it had really 
started, well before the first  browsers, a British movie 
enthusiast called Col Needham wrote a computer 
database of actresses with beautiful eyes. For him, 
this was initially a personal hobby pursuit,  but soon, 
friends with related enthusiasm for cinema joined in. 
The lists were expanded, and when the Internet 
became available, the predecessor of the website we 
see today was founded.
Step by step, the project grew, and became a 
commercial company in 1996. Unlike Wikipedia, it 
could no longer rely on hordes of enthusiastic 
amateurs to fill the gaps. Rather, IMDb employed 
professional staff to ensure the details were right.

Looking back, we can see that the next step was inevitable, though I’m 
sure the first phone call came as a huge surprise at the time. Geoff Bezos, 
owner and founder of Amazon, came to London and negotiated a deal 
with Needham to take over and expand the whole show.

Today, Needham is as keen on movies as he ever was. He’s a rich man, 
of course, but he still works for the company. Amazon generates vast 
income streams from IMDb, as many many entries link to their DVD 
sales.

And there are even paid subscribers. IMDb Pro is an essential tool for 
actors and technical staff in the business. Here, they can research 
projects long before the public gets to hear of them, and hopefully 
organise their careers accordingly. You may find this hard to believe, but 
80,000 individuals and 30,000 companies are registered!
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So well done Col Needham, who like other (fabulously wealthy) 
creative entrepreneurs such as  Jobs, Zuckerberg, Bezos, and Gates, has 
converted a personal hobby obsession into a lucrative and vital 
universal resource.

Summary of Internet resources for all kinds of 
research:
So as we have seen, with this example, where we’ve checked out a 
current movie online, as long as we have Internet access available, we 
have access to an extraordinary wealth of free resources, whatever our 
field of investigation might be.

Can you suggest any 
indispensable 
research resources 
I’ve left off the list 
below? If you can, 
please write a note 
to Aunty Mac.

—  basic Safari/Google search;
—  Wikipedia;
—  Yahoo Answers for just about anything;
—  YouTube;
—  IMDb;
—  Amazon for movies and books;
—  The CIA World Factbook — basic information about countries in 
standard, comparable form;

—  Red Book for car values;
—  Gutenberg project for old, out-of-print book texts;
—  Alibris or abebooks for second-hand books;
—  Google maps, Google Earth (indispensable for stalkers);
—  Steve’s digicams (and countless other review sites for cameras; and
—  iTunes store for music.

Conclusion
What’s amazing is that though all this stuff is new, it feels as though it’s 
always been there. Let’s remind ourselves just how new these resources are:
—  Amazon went online in 1995;
—  iTunes, 2001;
—  Facebook, 2004;
—  Yahoo answers 2005;
—  YouTube, 2005; 
—  Twitter, 2006 and
—  Google Street View, 2007.

Steve Craddock

Shaggy ink cap
Allan Collier
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Dear Aunty Mac...
Images on the web
What is the best way — meaning what size, what format, what software 
to use — to prepare a photo for using on a web site??

Ian Little

Dear Ian, 
personally, I always do it in Photoshop Elements, using the Save for Web 
command. This greatly reduces the file size, and simplifies the colour 
range.

Aunty Mac
DVD ejection
I have recently had a problem ejecting a DVD from my Mac Book. When 
I tried to eject by dragging the icon to trash , the icon disappeared but 
the disc did not eject. Google provided one solution, restarting the Mac 
whilst holding  down the Mouse. This brought the DVD ikon back to the 
desktop, I then tried ejecting from the Finder window, the DVD was 
ejected. When I used the DVD again the same problem occurred, I went 
through the routine as before, but when the DVD ikon reappeared I tried 
ejecting the disc by dragging the ikon to trash, disk ejects, still not happy 
with the solution. Have you any thoughts?

Sad Macbook user!

Well readers, do you know the answer?

BMUG members’ marketplace

Wanted, used Apple laptop
My daughter is looking for another laptop for her husband (he is a 
convert after using hers). Please email Rhonda: 

rhondawhitton@westnet.com.au

For sale
Adobe Photoshop CS 4 extended (Education version) with the Missing 
Manual for Photoshop CS4 (776pp!) , $400. 

Contact Marnie: 5241 2780.

Top Tip — overcoming printing problems

If you try to print several times and nothing appears to go through, 
check to make sure that the jobs have not been paused.  You can tell 
whether the job has been paused, because the icon in the Tool Bar is 
labelled, “Resume Printer”.

Also, if you see an exclamation point in the Print Dialog Box, this means 
that the queue has been paused.

To resume printing, click the “Resume” button for an individual job 
which has been put on hold, OR, click the “Resume Printer” button to 
start the printing process for an entire lineup of documents. 
Alternatively, you can select one or more documents, and choose “Jobs > 
Resume Job”.

Peter Baldwin

mailto:rhondawhitton@westnet.com.au
mailto:rhondawhitton@westnet.com.au
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Dear Aunty Mac...
iPhoto
Dear Aunty Mac, 
maybe I'm losing the plot, but I have two puzzles with iPhoto, an 
application I've used without problem for years. I've imported a number 
of lots of photos in since last November, but nothing seems to come up 
in Events after then. Everything's there, but it's all in Photos. Photos now 
seems to look different and has some of the features of Events.  I'm also 
having trouble naming some of the 'events' in Photos. I click in the 
appropriate place, and sometimes I get a box to write in and sometimes I 
don't. Can anyone enlighten me on either or both problem please?

Worry-wort of Wombat Woods

Dear worry-wort,
I’m sorry to say I never use Events 
as an interface, so I’m not the best 
person to ask. My Events seem to 
be OK in terms of dates, so I’m not 
sure what’s going on there. 

I’ve just checked now, and I find 
that if I click on my (untitled) 
Events, I get this box to name them:

Perhaps a member who is not a bear of small brain like me will be able 
to enlighten us all,

Aunty Mac

View from the 14th tee at Barnbougle Lost Farm, Tasmania. 
Bass Strait in the background

Marnie Haig-Muir



Dear Aunty Mac...
Montage
I have a question for Aunty Mac or the help desk. Is it possible to 
superimpose a person from one photo into another photo in iPhoto?   I 
can sort of do it in Pages, but then I can't get it back to Iphoto.  I'm sure 
there must be a way.

Pat Hollis

Dear Pat,
For this interesting project, I wouldn’t use iPhoto, I’d recommend 
Photoshop Elements, which is quite inexpensive, particularly compared 
to the full Photoshop. The whole process is described, step-by-step, in 
the BMUG Advanced Photoshop manual, but here is the essence...

We had this ‘goodbye at the airport’ pic, and a similar one with Mama 
standing on the right, while Andy took the shot:
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Having opened the two pics in Photoshop, I cut neatly around Pat with 
the special selection tools, then pasted her roughly into the image. At 
this stage, we have a ‘floating selection, which can be moved around, re-
sized and so on. As you can see, Pat needs to be bit bigger to look right.

And here is the finished montage. It ‘s not perfect, but it’s quite adequate 
for the family album.

Steve Craddock
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Macintosh:
! MacOSX Hints (Jaguar) — Missing Manual - (2003)
! AppleWorks 6 Missing Manual  (2003)
! iLife ’04 — Jim Heid  (2004)
! iPhoto 08 Missing Manual - (2008)
! Quicktime for Macintosh & Windows (2003)
! Applescript for Dummies, T. Trinko. (1995)

Macromedia Books:-
! Flash MX Bible, Reinhardt & Dowd, (2002)
! Flash for Windows & Macintosh, K. Ulrick.  (2002)
! Flash 4 - User Guide  (1999)
! Freehand 9 - User Guide  (2000)

Photography & Graphic Design
! Digital Vision, Volumes 1 and 3 (Royalty Free digital stock 
! photography}
! Painter 4 - Fractal Design - User Guide & Tutorial

Below are the titles of two books listed in our catalogue which are not in 
the boxes and without a member name on the borrowing sheet.  Please 
check your own shelves in case they have inadvertently found their way 
there.  If you return them they will then be available to others.  Just put 
them back in the box — there will be neither a fine nor a slap on the 
wrist, but tell June so she may stop fretting.

! Better Photography Techniques No 6 - 2006
! Mac OSX - Snow Leopard, Missing Manual  2009

June Brown

BMUG Library spring (autumn?) clean
We have sorted out the library boxes and found all kind of ancient 
treasures...

There are a number of manuals & 
other publications donated by 
members who have moved on to 
later versions.  These materials are 
not being borrowed at our 
meetings, but may be of interest 
to members who are still 
working with earlier versions 
and are offered free of charge. 

Browse through the following list and if 
you see a title that is relevant to your activities, email June 

Brown who will bring requested books to the next general meeting, or 
post to remote members.  The books have been removed from the boxes 
at St Peter’s Hall to reduce weight and storage space.  Books not taken 
up quickly will be recycled.

Adobe Books:
! Adobe Photoshop 5,0 (1998) — User Guide
! Adobe Photoshop 5.5 (1999) — User Guide Supplement
! Adobe Photoshop In Design (1999) — User Guide
! Adobe Photoshop 6 (2001) — Missing Manual
! Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (2002)  — User Guide  
! Adobe Photoshop (1994) — Classroom in a Book 
! Adobe Illustrator (1996) — Classroom in a Book
! Photoshop 7  WOW Book — Jack Davis (2003)
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There is a very interesting natural phenomenon occurring in Port Phillip 
Bay right now. Spider crabs are gathering in their thousands for mating. 
I had heard that a few hundred crabs were seen near St Leonards Pier a 
week ago but had since moved away. 

This Saturday I jumped in to have a look and was amazed to find an 
area of 20m by 30m packed with crabs. They were stacked 10 high in 
some areas as a very creepy seething jumble of legs and claws. I 
estimated there were in excess of 30,000 crabs. This is known to occur 
every year but not often so close to shore. I returned for another look on 
Sunday but the whole mass had moved on, not a trace!
  
Camera is a Nikon D7000 with a Sigma 17-70mm macro zoom in an 
Ikelite underwater housing and editing was done in Photoshop CS5 and 
iMovie 11.

Andrew Newton

Spider crab mating aggregation, St Leonards
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As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick up at the meeting, so 
we know how many to print and bind. 

A link to email David with manual orders is 

provided at left...
Editor

Steve’s iPad group
Drop me a line if you’d like to join our informal 
group and share tips and news.

Steve Craddock

Wild landscape, USA

Lorraine McKenzie

BMUG Assist program
This program is available to ALL members and will attempt to resolve 
urgent Mac problems which cannot wait until the Help Desk, for those 
who attend meetings, or if a Remote Member, waiting for a response 
from Aunty Mac. Jürgen will .be available to take your call on 5255 
4517to help if he can or to give you advice about who can.

HelpDesk
This valuable part of our program operates at every 
meeting. Please book in advance by email — this gives 
David and the volunteers time to research your issue in 
advance.

Additional help for remote members
For non-urgent matters, why not write an enquiry to 
Aunty Mac? She and the helper elves can usually provide a 
solid answer.

And finally, in extremis, when you’ve done all your 
homework by Google searching and reading up about 
troubleshooting on the BMUG website, email the editor, 
and we’ll see what help can be provided by email. 

Editor 

BMUG manuals — mail order manuals
In addition to selling manuals over the counter at our meetings, we sell 
them by mail order from the BMUG website. And it’s so easy! You pay 
by PayPal, and purchasers in Australia can have any 3 for $20, including 
postage and packing, while international readers can get two for $20. 
Do us a favour, and mention this service to your friends, wherever they 
might live.

Make a 
HelpDesk 
booking...

Email Steve...

Email David...

mailto:help@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:help@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:help@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:help@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:help@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:help@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:stevecraddock@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:stevecraddock@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:daviddixon@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
mailto:daviddixon@bellarinemac.org.au?subject=
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